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Synchronous fluorescence spectrometry has become a common tool to investigate conformational

changes in proteins due to the presence of other molecules (quenchers). The same pattern is always

followed, leaving aside the possibility of interfering effects that make conclusions incorrect. In this

paper, we discuss the main cause of a wrong understanding of synchronous fluorescence spectrometry

in a large number of papers published in many different journals. Based on the principles of

synchronous fluorescence spectrometry, we perform a simple correction method of synchronous

spectra taking into account inner filter effects. This criticism tries to demonstrate that the interpreta-

tion of synchronous fluorescence spectrometry is not as easy as it seems.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Synchronous fluorescence spectrometry (SFS) has been exten-
sively used in multicomponent analysis. The spectra are obtained
through the simultaneous scanning of the excitation and the
emission monochromators of a spectrofluorimeter, with a fixed
wavelength difference (Dl) between them. In the synchronous
spectra, the sensitivity associated with fluorescence is maintained
while offering several advantages: narrowing of spectral bands, an
enhancement in selectivity by spectral simplification and a decrease
of measurement time in multicomponent analysis [1].The idea of
synchronous spectroscopy was first introduced by Lloyd [2] and the
basic theory of it was formulated by Vo-Dinh [1]. The relation that
represents the equation of synchronous spectrometry is:

Is l,l0
� �

¼ KcdEX l0
� �

EMðlÞ ð1Þ

l¼ l0 þDl ð2Þ

where Is is the synchronous luminescence intensity, l and l0 are the
emission and excitation wavelength, respectively, K is a constant
factor, c is the concentration of the analyte, d is the pathlength of the
cuvette and EX and EM are the excitation and emission spectrum,
respectively. In the synchronous technique, the luminescence inten-
sity expression is an explicit function of l as well as l0. The
improvement in sensitivity of this technique is indeed reflected in
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Eq. (1), which involves two functions instead of only one as in the
conventional luminescence method. In addition, a new degree of
selectivity is introduced by the parameter Dl which can be selected
by the experimenter [1].

Miller [3] showed the application of this method to the
resolution of tyrosine and tryptophan fluorescence. At small Dl
values, the synchronous fluorescence of a tyrosine–tryptophan
mixture is characteristic of tyrosine, whereas at large Dl values
the spectra is similar to that of tryptophan.

Synchronous fluorescence spectra are frequently used to
characterize the interaction between the molecule probe
(quencher) and proteins since, as several articles report [4–42],
it can provide information about the molecular microenviron-
ment in the vicinity of the chromophore molecules. A general
method to study the environment of amino acid residues is the
measurement of the possible shift in synchronous maximum
wavelength lSFS,max. As discussed in those papers, the shift in
the position of the maximum corresponds to changes in polarity
around the chromophore molecule: tyrosine (Dl¼15 nm) and
tryptophan residues (Dl¼60 nm).

It is important to remark that fluorescence intensities are
proportional to the concentration of the analyte over only a
limited range of absorbances. In fluorescence instruments that
use right-angle geometry (the cuvette is illuminated centrally and
the observation is at a right-angle), the intensity of the exciting
light at the centre of the cuvette is diminished due to the
absorption of the sample. This effect may decrease the intensity
of the excitation at the point of observation or decrease the
observed fluorescence by absorption of the fluorescence. The
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relative importance of each process depends upon the absorbance
of the sample at the excitation and emission wavelengths. If the
sample has a significant absorption at excitation (Aex) and emis-
sion (Aem) wavelengths, the excitation and emission intensities
are attenuated by 10�0:5Aex and 10�0:5Aem , respectively [43,44].
These effects define the so called ‘‘inner filter effect’’ (IFE). When
the absorbance of the solution is lower than 0.3 [45] the following
equation can be applied to correct the inner filter effects:

Fcorr ¼ Fobsantilog ½ AexþAemð Þ=2� ð3Þ

where Fobs and Fcorr are the measured and corrected fluorescence
intensities, respectively (in a 1.0 cm pathlength cuvette). Aex and
Aem are the absorbances at excitation and emission wavelengths,
respectively in a 1.0 cm pathlength cuvette.

Excitation and emission spectra are altered by inner filter
effects, distorting the synchronous maximum. As the synchronous
spectra is obtained by multiplying the excitation and emission
spectrum (Eq. (1)), it is necessary to correct them in order not to
misunderstand the obtained results. In most articles, conclusions
are derived from SFS without correcting for inner filter effects
[4–42]. So, up to what extend is SFS a reliable tool in conforma-
tional investigation?
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Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of BSA (a), IMA (inset, [IMA]¼7.81�10�6 mol L�1) and

BSA–IMA: [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [IMA]¼7.81�10�6, 1.56�10�5, 2.34�

10�5 and 3.12�10�5 mol L�1.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents and chemicals

Bovine serum albumin, BSA (Cohn-AnalogZ98%: Sigma-
Aldrich), was dissolved in 0.10 mol L�1 Tris–HCl buffer solution
(pH¼7.4), containing 0.15 mol L�1 NaCl, to prepare a stock
solution (1.27�10�4 mol L�1) which was then stored at 0–4 1C
for a maximum period of 3 months.

Imazethapyr,5-ethyl-2-[(RS)-4-isopropyl-4-methyl-5-oxo-2-
imidazolin-2-yl] nicotinic acid, (IMA) and Chlorimuron-ethyl,
ethyl 2-(4-chloro-6-methoxypyrimidin-2-ylcarbamoylsulfamoyl)
benzoate, (CLO) were provided by a local industry. The IMA and
CLO stock solutions, 1.00�10�3 mol L�1, were prepared by dis-
solving the herbicide in buffer solution (pH¼7.4).

All chemicals were of analytical-grade reagent and all solu-
tions were prepared using double-distilled water.

2.2. Apparatus

All recordings of fluorescence and synchronous spectra were
carried out on a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B luminescence spectrometer
(Beaconsfield, England) equipped with a pulsed xenon lamp (half
peak height o10 ms, 60 Hz), an R928 photomultiplier tube and a
computer working with FL Winlab software. Excitation and
emission bandwidths were set at 5 nm. All right-angle fluores-
cence measurements were performed in a 1.0 cm pathlength
quartz cuvette and complementary front-face fluorescence mea-
surements were performed using the front-face accessory and
cylindrical quartz cuvettes of the same diameter of the powder
holder.

Absorption spectra were measured on a Shimadzu UV-240
(Japan) recording spectrophotometer, equipped with a 1.0 cm
pathlength quartz cuvette.
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Fig. 2. Absorption spectra of BSA (a), CLO (inset, [CLO]¼7.71�10�6 mol L�1) and

BSA–CLO: [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [CLO]¼7.71�10�6, 1.54�10�5, 2.31�

10�5 and 3.09�10�5 mol L�1.
3. Results and discussions

In order to demonstrate if the observed shifts in SFS are caused
by IFE, emission, excitation and synchronous fluorescence spectra
of BSA in presence and absence of IMA or CLO were measured.
Absorbance values corresponding to the wavelength range of
excitation and emission fluorescence spectra were also measured.
Absorption spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The obtained fluorescence spectra were corrected for inner
filter effects using Eq. (3). Figs. 3 and 4 show the uncorrected and
corrected excitation spectra of BSA–IMA and BSA–CLO, respec-
tively. As can be appreciated, the uncorrected excitation spectra
show a red shift when the concentration of the herbicide is
increased. After correcting for IFE, the red shift is no longer seen.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the uncorrected and corrected emission
spectra of BSA–IMA and BSA–CLO, respectively. There is no
evident shift either in the uncorrected spectra or in the corrected
spectra.

According to the basic SFS equation, the synchronous fluores-
cence spectra are a function of the excitation and emission
spectra. This allows us to multiply the corrected excitation
spectrum by the corrected emission spectrum. In doing so, we
simulate the synchronous spectrum. For BSA-quencher systems,
Dl¼60 nm and Dl¼15 nm are chosen in order to study the
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Fig. 3. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) fluorescence excitation spectra of BSA–

IMA. lem¼347 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [IMA]¼7.81�10�6, 1.56�10�5,

2.34�10�5 and 3.12�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 4. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) fluorescence excitation spectra of BSA–

CLO. lem¼ 347 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [CLO]¼7.71�10�6, 1.54�10�5,

2.31�10�5 and 3.09�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 5. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) fluorescence emission spectra of BSA–

IMA. lex¼277 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [IMA]¼7.81�10�6, 1.56�10�5,

2.34�10�5 and 3.12�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 6. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) fluorescence emission spectra of BSA–

CLO. lex¼277 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [CLO]¼7.71�10�6, 1.54�10�5,

2.31�10�5 and 3.09�10�5 mol L�1.
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conformational changes due to the presence of a quencher. We
chose Dl¼60 nm because of the low fluorescence intensities
obtained with Dl¼15 nm. The simulated and obtained (using
the spectrofluorimeter) synchronous fluorescence spectra are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Note that any possible shift was removed
after correcting the spectra for IFE. Figs. 9 and. 10 show the
synchronous fluorescence spectra obtained using front-face illu-
mination geometry. The absence of an evident shift suggests that
IFE is the major reason for the observed shifts in right-angle
illumination geometry. At this point, our initial question is
answered and the conclusions at which achieve most of the
articles cited is questioned.

Victor and Crouch [46] described an instrument that measures
synchronous fluorescence while simultaneously correcting for
inner filter effects. They remarked that uncompensated inner
filter effects can lead to unexpected and/or large quantitative
errors. Lloyd [47] published a criticism where the use of SFS was
subjected to inner filter effects, and there he specified that in
fixed and synchronous luminescence techniques the spectra
obtained are meaningless unless the corresponding absorption
spectra are known and, preferably, sufficiently weak to be of
negligible importance (absorbance of solutions should not exceed
0.02 per effective pathlength [44]). Divya and Mishra [48]explained
the concentration-dependent red-shift of fluorescence in multi-
fluorophoric solutions in terms of inner filter effects. They pro-
posed a method which enables obtaining a Dl that can give
maximum fluorescence at maximum synchronous wavelength
(lSFS,max). Although an optimum Dl is not expected to obtain in
this criticism, Ref. [48] is a good example of IFE. Consequently,
taking into account these cites [46–48], conclusions derived from
uncorrected spectra [4–42] are partly based on a wrong inter-
pretation of SFS as well as basic fluorescence principles.

This criticism tries to be general, but we cite specific refer-
ences from many journals published in the last four years in order
to demonstrate that the discussed pitfall is common. Several
articles perform a SFS study using protein (bovine serum albumin
or human serum albumin) and quencher concentrations that have
absorbance values at excitation and/or emission wavelength
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Fig. 7. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) synchronous fluorescence spectra of

BSA–IMA. Dl¼60 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [IMA]¼7.81�10�6, 1.56�

10�5, 2.34�10�5 and 3.12�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 8. Corrected and uncorrected (inset) synchronous fluorescence spectra of

BSA–CLO. Dl¼60 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [CLO]¼7.71�10�6, 1.54�

10�5, 2.31�10�5 and 3.09�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 9. Synchronous fluorescence spectra of BSA–IMA (front-face illumination

geometry). Dl¼60 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [IMA]¼7.81�10�6, 1.56�

10�5, 2.34�10�5 and 3.12�10�5 mol L�1.
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Fig. 10. Synchronous fluorescence spectra of BSA–CLO (front-face illumination

geometry). Dl¼60 nm [BSA]¼2.04�10�7 mol L�1; [CLO]¼7.71�10�6, 1.54�

10�5, 2.31�10�5 and 3.09�10�5 mol L�1.
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greater than 0.02 per effective pathlength and thus they are
affected by IFE [4–42]. Although some articles [34] argue that
fluorescence intensities have to be corrected for IFE (using Eq. (3))
in order to plot the Stern–Volmer equation, SFS is not corrected.
The same is done by other articles [35–42], but using an incorrect
equation. Inappropriately, all cited articles attribute the observed
shift in SFS to conformational changes, when the main cause is
the lack of correction for IFE.
4. Conclusions

In this paper we discussed a common error in articles which
analyze the interaction between serum albumins (human and
bovine) and a quencher molecule. The authors of the articles
wrongly attribute the observed shift in SFS to conformational
changes in the protein, without taking into account the deforma-
tion of the excitation and/or emission spectra due to IFE. Although
absorption spectra show values of absorbance that decrease
fluorescence intensity, and some of them correct the Stern–
Volmer equation for IFE, no correction is done in SFS. Our study
of the interaction of two herbicides with BSA is an example that
demonstrates that IFE can lead to incorrect interpretations of the
involved mechanism. The generally accepted methodology of SFS
in protein investigation has diminished the basis of SFS and
fluorescence spectrometry, at the extent of using concentrated
solutions (high absorbance values) without realizing the non-
linearity of fluorescence intensities under these conditions.
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